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MEETING SUMMARY: 

Primary purpose of meeting to demonstrate that Fort Smith ANG Base in Little Rock, 
Arkansas was inaccurately assessed in a negative direction in terms of military value 

Brock Strom, the former Director of Air Operations at the Guard Bureau (retired 1 Feb 05) 
presented a Powerpoint presentation (see attached) that showed how various criteria could 
be assessed very differently i 

Presentation illustrated how on a number of parameters, the criteria could be assessed 
differently resulting in a significantly increased military value score 

Overall rating could move from 1 10 to 84 and even 25 depending upon how it is assessed 

A BRAC Commission and/or staff visit was requested 

A number of points were made such as: 

Ranges are owned and controlled by Fort Smith 

When all the available MOAs are considered together claimed that range complex is 
bigger than Nellis AFB 

One of very few states in the country intending to increase their range capability 

The ANG provides the crash/fire/rescue at Ft Smith Airport. The DoD recommendation 
moves the Air National Guard crash/fire/rescue to another location. The City of Ft Smith 
would have to provision for crash/firelrescue at the airport at the initial cost of 
approximately $8 million plus annual costs for 24 firemen to provide 2417 protection for 
the airport and surrounding area. Additional undefined training costs would be incurred to 
train the city firefighters in aircraft crashlrescue. ANG ECS perform state missions, 
particularly security; other missions better performed by AK Army Guard 

It is extremely unlikely tlhe ANG firefighters who are state employees will go to a 
different state to work in Oklahoma 

Ft Smith F-16s average 3600 hours, 5" lowest average in the ANG 

Population growth is to the NW, ranges are to the E and SE 



Regional Training Facility one of five in the country for ANG ECS teams 

The Ft Smith SMSA popuilation is approximately 280,000. Ft Smith city area is 
approximately 100,000. The AGN recruits fi-om the entire SMSA 

Only one or two or the air crew or maintenance persons are expected to move with the 
airplanes to Fresno. Makes no sense to keep the ECS at Ft Smith 

Ft Smith airfield is used by 747, C-5 as' well at F-16s. A new commercial terminal has 
been completed which firees old ramp for AN6 deployments. Military transits use Fixed 
Base Operator on airporl for gas and go 

* Denotes individual responsible for completing the memorandum 


